DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
2021-22
Reports on Alumni meet on 15th May, 2021
The Department of Biochemistry organized an Interactive Session with Industry Expert
and Alumni on “Career Prospects in Industry and Academia” & A Talk on “Mass Spectrometry
and its Applications” by Mr. Gopi Kummarikuntla, Scientist, Analytical Sciences, CuraTeq
Biologics, Hyderabad on 15th May 2021 from 10 am to 1:00pm on Zoom platform. The
programme was conducted under DBT-Star college scheme.
The programme started with a talk by Mr.Gopi on the biotech career prospects in
Industry. Mr. Gopi gave an overview of the various areas in biotech industry including research
and development (R&D), manufacture and supply, commercial (healthcare, medical) and support
functions (human resources, finance etc). He advised the students on the availability of jobs in
areas like drug development, biotechnology services, Govt institutions, medical devices and
academia.
Mr Gopi’s talk was followed by interaction of the undergraduate and post graduate
students with the alumni who are working in industry, diagnostics, research institutes and
agriculture. The alumni spoke about their experiences and explained the skills the students
should develop to secure jobs in industry. The alumni advised the students to take up
certification courses, improve their theoretical knowledge , and tailor their resumes to the job
requirements. All the alumni extended their support to students by providing their contact details
and interacted with students in the Q&A session. The alumni students also suggested the students
to pursue courses in genetic counselling, clinical data management and insisted that the students
should to pursue areas of research that can benefit the society. A total of 160 students from the
undergraduate and post graduate courses of life sciences attended and found the interaction very
useful in planning their career.
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2020-21

Student - Alumni Interaction
25th July, 2020

The Department of Biochemistry organized a webinar on “CAREER IN LIFE
SCIENCES – SUCCESS STORIES” a Student - Alumni Interaction on 25th July, 2020 from 10
am to 1:00pm on Zoom platform. Alumni who are settled in the field of academics, as scientists
and as industry experts were invited to interact with the students of present batches pursuing
their studies for their orientation towards a successful career. Alumni were invited starting from
the first batch of 2001-03 to 2013-15 batches. The alumni spoke about their experiences and
narrated how they have reached the position they are in now. Since the invited alumni included
who are settled at various places in India, USA and Switzerland they provided the information to
the students about the various opportunities available and how to avail them. They gave
suggestions to the students on how to have short term and long term goals and to plan in
achieving these goals. The alumni also intimated to the students to approach them through their
E-mail for any further guidance required which was very encouraging to the students.
Students from the undergraduate and postgraduate courses of life sciences attended the webinar
and found the interaction very useful in planning their career. From the feedback on webinar, it
was seen that 100% students felt the interactive session with the alumni was useful to them.

2017-2018
Alumni interaction held in the Department of Biochemistry on
6/1/2018
The Department of Biochemistry has organised an alumni interaction with present B.Sc
and M.Sc biochemistry students on 6th January, 2018. Six alumni students, belonging to 2008-15
batches were invited for this interaction. These alumni are employed in companies like DuPont,
Indian ImmunologicalsPvt. Ltd, Hemarus Therapeutics Pvt Ltd, and Intod International ltd,
located at Hyderabad in various capacities. Two of the students of 2008-10 batch are pursuing
their Ph.D programmes in institutes like Basavatarakam Indo American Cancer Research
Institute, Hyderabad and BITS, Pilani, Hyderabad Campus.
The alumni have oriented the students on the varied opportunities available in life
sciences in the fields of research, teaching and industry. They gave information to pursue Ph.D in
the R&D sector in various corporate hospitals. They have insisted upon the students to get well
trained and improve their technical skills in basic biochemical techniques during their practical
courses which will help them to excel in their careers. Students have interacted enthusiastically
with the alumni and got better insight into the available opportunities in various fields after
completion of their courses. The alumni interaction turned out to be useful.

